
English 

Skellig – Writing to persuade 

Lesson 1 

This week’s English work looks at 10 chapters of the book, you can hear these read via these 

YouTube links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htFTK6rw8-A – Chapter 10 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPEy8932Xts – Chapters 11-13 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NokCKJyqH_c – Chapters 14-16 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3k5DMBVp88 – Chapters 17-18 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eB3Y2pcUY0I – Chapters 19-21 (stope at 20) 

We are focusing on the children convincing Skellig to do what they want him to do. Write a list of 

reasons they could use to persuade him that he should. 

Lesson 2 

Now we are going to focus how to write to persuade. Our persuasive writing will take the form of a 

letter. 

Go to this link - 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zv7fqp3/articles/zr8cmfr#:~:text=When%20writing%20to%2

0persuade%2C%20try,make%20your%20writing%20more%20persuasive. – and read through the 

information. Take notes and be sure to complete the quiz. 

Read through the following persuasive text. Highlight features and language you like. 
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Mobile phones are a public hazard 

Ladies and gentlemen, good evening. I am pleased to be here in person, and not on the end of a 

digital phone link. I believe that mobile phones are a hazard to the public, and I have three very good 

reasons to support my view. 

First, and most important, is the danger of mobile phones to road users. How many times have you 

seen a driver speeding along with only one eye on the road, one hand on the wheel and all his 

attention on the phone? Police forces across the country have recorded a 50% increase in accidents 

in which drivers were using mobile phones. All of us are at risk from these mobile madmen. We must 

act together to keep our roads safe and ban the use of mobile phones in cars. Just as important as 

“Don’t drink and drive” should be “Don’t talk and travel”. 

The second danger associated with mobile phones is related to our health. A worrying number of 

medical reports have linked the use of mobile phones with tumours on the brain. Professor John 

Smith from Oxford University said “People who think this risk is unimportant should ask themselves 

why the phone companies now recommend that people use special protective cases for their 

phones, which are designed to block harmful radio waves. Why are these needed if mobile phones 

are safe?”. When cigarettes were first sold, no-one realised how harmful they would be, but look at 

the damage they have caused to the nation’s health. Until mobile phones are proved to be safe, they 

should carry the same health warnings as cigarettes. 

The third reason for my opposition to mobile phones concerns crime. Our streets are already so 

dangerous that people are afraid to go out after dark. Mobile phones simply add to the problem. 

Carrying an expensive mobile phone makes you a walking target for the mugger who is looking for 

something valuable and easy to steal. It’s like leaving a key in the ignition of an unlocked Porsche. It 

is ironic that many parents have provided their children with mobile phones for safety, little realising 

that by doing so they have increased by 40% their children’s chances of being mugged. If you are one 

of these parents, I hope that you don’t find out the hard way what an expensive mistake you have 

made. 

Mobile phones appear to be fashionable, high-tech and desirable, but when you next see an 

advertisement for Orange or Vodafone please think about what it doesn’t mention: the hazard of 

mobile phones on our roads, to our health and on our streets. Together we can oppose the spread of 

these digital disasters and promote the message that it can be dangerous to dial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 

Remember the features of a letter and that you are Michael or Mina. You will need to write in the 

first person and use colloquial language. Plan your letter. It should be at least 4 paragraphs long, 

including your introducation and concluding paragraph. 

Lesson 4 

In this session you will be writing your letter. Use all of the techniques you have gone over this week 

and do your best to persuade Skellig to do what you want him to do. 

Throughout the week 

Children should look to learn the following spellings this week: 

Address 

Century 

Heard 

Important 

Opposite 

Perhaps 

Remember 

Although 

Strange 

Forwards 

You should test your children on these spellings at the end of the week and continue to work on the 

ones they do not know. 


